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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present our design, implementation, and
evaluation of LiteWS: a web service for Internet-enabled
data intensive sensor networks (DISNs). Internet-enabled
DISNs are sensor networks wherein large volume of di®er-
ent types of sensory data are sensed and generated from
the physical world, and queried by domain scientists from
di®erent part of the world. We study a data query prob-
lem and use it to demonstrate the feasibility of our design.
The novelty of the data query problem is that we consider
both communication energy cost as well as sensing energy
cost, the latter being largely neglected in previous sensor
network research.
We implement LiteWS as a module in LiteOS, a new
operating system recently developed for the sensor net-
works. LiteOS provides a familiar environment such as
UNIX-like shell commands, which facilitates our web ser-
vice design and evaluation. To mitigate the energy con-
straint of sensor networks, unlike previous research wherein
web service is implemented on each individual sensor, we
implement a robust web service middleware on the gate-
way node. A natural question arises is whether the gate-
way node will be the performance bottleneck of the web
service. We propose a simple caching technique which
mitigates this problem in great extent. Through exten-
sive experiments based on Crossbow IRIS motes, we eval-
uate the system performance of LiteWS under both cor-
related and uncorrelated query tra±c. We show the per-
formance with data caching is much better than the one
without; particularly, the average query response time of
LiteWS is improved 5 to 10 times and the query loss rate
is improved 2 times.
Keywords { Web Services, LiteOS, Data Intensive
Sensor Networks
1. INTRODUCTION
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) enables domain sci-
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entists to interact with the physical world and receive real
time information. Recently the integration of WSNs with
Internet has attracted much attention in both research
community and industry. Connecting sensors to the In-
ternet makes it possible to query the physical data from
anywhere in the world. It not only gives users more visi-
bility and control to manage and use WSNs, but also gives
rise to a whole range of new sensor network applications
in scienti¯c computation [17]. One salient example is the
data-intensive sensor networks (DISNs) for scienti¯c ap-
plications, where large volume of scienti¯c data sensed or
generated are constantly queried and shared by many re-
searchers from di®erent parts of the world. The sensory
sources include a rich collection of sensors such as video
cameras, microphones, RFID readers, environmental or
weather sensors, telescopes, seismometers; corresponding
scienti¯c applications include climate change, earthquake
detection and characterization, and environmental moni-
toring of large ecosystems.
Due to its data-intensive and query-based nature, the
Internet-enabled DISNs pose more challenges compared
to traditional, standalone sensor network applications.
Energy consumption, the query response time and query
loss ratio all are important to consider. We thus study
the data query problem in Internet-enabled data intensive
sensor networks, wherein large volume of di®erent types
of sensory data are constantly sensed from the physical
world, and queried by multiple users simultaneously. In
our work, due to the large volume of data being sensed,
the sensing energy cost, which drives the sensing circuitry
to sense and produce data, thus can not be neglected.
The novelty of our data query problem is that we con-
sider both communication energy cost as well as sensing
energy cost. The latter was neglected in most of the pre-
vious sensor network research, which focuses mainly on
low data rate and low duty cycling sensing applications
hence sensing energy cost is negligible. Our goal is to
minimize the average user query response time and av-
erage user query loss ratio while reducing and balancing
the energy consumption of sensor nodes. We propose a
simple data caching technique to speci¯cally address such
needs for DISNs.
Recently, web services for sensor networks have been
proposed and studied in both research community and
industry (please refer to Section 2 for a comprehensive
literature review). Web services provide structured data
and programmatic access to functionalities of resource-
constrained sensor nodes, thus enabling interoperabilityamong sensor systems written in di®erent programming
languages and running on di®erent platforms. However,
in terms of design and implementation, most of the exist-
ing work are based on TinyOS [1], the de facto standard
embedded operating systems for sensor networks. Even
though TinyOS is a very mature operating system with
tested industrial strength, its event-based programming
paradigm, including NesC, wiring, and state-machine ab-
stractions of program execution, introduces a learning
curve for most traditional programmers.
In this paper, we present our design, implementation
and evaluation of a web service called LiteWS. LiteWS is
based on LiteOS [2,6], a new operating system for sen-
sor networks recently developed by UIUC. Our web ser-
vice middleware takes advantage of the UNIX-like shell
commands as well as the C programming language sup-
ported by LiteOS, which provides better programming in-
teraction between web service middleware and sensor net-
works. We believe that its a±nity to UNIX makes LiteOS
easier to be adopted for applications such as web services.
We use aforesaid data query problem in DISNs as a moti-
vating example and enabling application to demonstrate
the feasibility of our design.
However, the intended design of interactivity in LiteOS
is a double-edged sword. On one side, the Unix-like in-
terface gives users much °exibility to interact with the
sensor networks. On the other side, it greatly increases
the communication delay between the sensor networks
and the applications, thus contributing to long query re-
sponse time in web services. In LiteWS, we dramatically
improve such delay of LiteOS while keeping its °exibility
to interact.
The main contributions of our paper are as follows:
² We identify and study the data query problem in
DISNs, wherein both communication energy cost
as well as the sensing energy cost are considered.
Sensing energy cost was largely neglected in previ-
ous sensor network research, which mainly focused
on low data rate and low duty cycling sensing ap-
plications.
² We design and implement a web service called LiteWS,
as a module in LiteOS. We identify and improve
some existing limitation of LiteOS for the purpose
of web services.
² Using real implementation based on Crossbow IRIS
motes, we extensively evaluate the system perfor-
mance of LiteWS. The average query response time
of LiteWS can be improved 5 to 10 times and the av-
erage query loss ration 2 times with the data caching
algorithm.
Paper Organization. The rest of the paper is orga-
nized as follows. We review the related work in Section 2.
Section 3 presents our data query problem and the data
caching algorithm. In Section 4, we present our design
and implementation of LiteWS, including how to improve
the response time in LiteOS. In Section 5, we experimen-
tally evaluate the system performance of LiteWS. Sec-
tion 6 concludes the paper with some discussions of the
future work.
2. RELATED WORK
There are many Internet-based sensor network appli-
cations. One salient example is Intel's IrisNet (Internet-
scale Resource-Intensive Sensor Network Services) [12],
which provides a software infrastructure for Internet con-
nected desktop PCs and inexpensive, commodity o®-the-
shelf sensors such as Webcams. Another example is Mi-
crosoft's Virtual Earth [3], which provides a comprehen-
sive point-of-interest geospatial imagery database and the
capability to search and visualize the data by business,
person and address. Recently, Microsoft also released the
SenseWeb Project [18], which allows users to publish their
sensor data on a portal web site. However, they do not
consider web services as the enabling platform for their
applications.
Priyantha et al. [21] propose to use web services to sup-
port interoperable and evolvable sensor networks. Their
work is the ¯rst to show that web services improve the
programmability of the Internet-based sensor networks.
They identify design choices that optimize the web service
operation on resource constrained sensor nodes and im-
plement the web service on each individual sensor. Their
web services are TinyOS based. We adopt LiteOS for
better programming interaction between web service mid-
dleware and sensor networks. To mitigate the energy
constraint of sensor networks, we implement the LiteWS
middleware on the resource-rich gateway nodes.
Some theoretical programming models are developed
for sensor network based web services. Amundson et al.
[4] present a service-oriented programming model for sen-
sor networks. In their model, sensor network applications
are realized as graphs of modular and autonomous ser-
vices with well-de¯ned interfaces that allow them to be
described, published, discovered, and invoked over the
network. Reddy et al. [22] present a scalable, open mid-
dleware that enables interoperability between varied sen-
sor systems. They use ESPml, a XML schema, as the
modeling language. They present a web service that en-
ables system discovery using metadata information, inter-
action using system de¯ned functional abstractions, and
the ability to publish sensor data for future retrieval. Del-
icato et al. [8] describe in a general schema to use web
service technology in a sensor network.
LiteOS [2,6] is a newly developed operating system for
embedded sensor networks. It creates a familiar UNIX-
like environment for users where they can interactively
command the entire sensor network to perform tasks such
as reprogramming, data retrieval, or network recon¯gu-
ration. This could potentially expand the circle of sensor
network developers by leveraging their knowledge such
as Unix and threads. Our experience proves that LiteOS
serves as a good platform to develop the web service.
Another way to reduce the learning curve of sensor net-
work programming is to treat each individual sensor as
a full-°edged IP node. Arch Rock [7] provides a Web-
based access to individual sensor nodes using the standard
TCP/IP protocols, and enables users to con¯gure, moni-
tor and manage a sensor network from a secure browser.
The authors in [10,11,13] also treat sensor nodes as IP
or IPv6 nodes to support network layer interoperability.
We use LiteWS to focus on the application middleware
to improve the query response time and reduce query lossrate in data intensive sensor networks.
Surprisingly, not much research has been done specif-
ically for DISNs despite their potential scienti¯c appli-
cations. So far, researchers address the challenges of
DISNs mainly by studying the medium access control
(MAC) protocols [14,15,19]. The authors either study
the medium access using simulations, or study the trust
management in DISNs. Obviously the e±ciency of MAC
plays a key role in the achievable throughput of a high
data rate wireless network. Recently, Sha et al. [23] de-
signed a new MAC protocol to achieve high-throughput
bulk communication for data intensive sensing applica-
tions. It's novelty is that sensor nodes estimate the level
of interference based on the physical Signal-to-Interference-
plus-Noise-Ratio (SINR) model and adjust the transmis-
sion power accordingly for concurrent channel access. We
study DISNs from a di®erent angle of web services and
data queries, and focus on designing techniques to reduce
query response time and query loss ratio under correlated
and uncorrelated query tra±c, using real implementation.
Our work is orthogonal to above approaches, and can be
used in combination with them to further address the
challenges in data intensive sensor applications.
To query or access data generated by the sensor nodes,
the sensor network can be viewed as a distributed database.
There have been lots of work to study and develop the
database middleware to support in-network database query
operators such as grouping, aggregation, and joins (for
example, [5,9,16]). Our work is to design a web service
middleware system which facilitates the interaction be-
tween the users and the sensor networks.
3. DATAQUERYPROBLEMINDATAIN-
TENSIVE SENSOR NETWORKS
In this section, we ¯rst present our network model and
sensory data model, and data query problem in DISNs.
Then we discuss our data caching algorithm.
3.1 Network/Sensor Data Model and Prob-
lem Statement
Network model and data model. The network model of
our data query problem in DISNs is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1. There are n sensor nodes in the sensor ¯eld and
one base station
1, which serves as the communication
hub between sensor network and its user queries. Since
the sensor nodes are not necessarily within the transmis-
sion range of each other, they communicate in a multi-hop
manner. We assume that the sensor nodes are commodity-
manufactured and each sensor only has one radio inter-
face. There is one wireless channel available in the DISNs.
In the physical environment, there are t di®erent types of
data (or physical phenomena) such as temperature, light,
magnet and acceleration to be sensed. We can also con-
sider these as in scienti¯c application scenario, the scien-
ti¯c data to be queried and collected by di®erent domain
scientists. Each sensor node can sense any data type, and
sense only one type at a time. The varying of the values
of data type i (1 · i · t) with respect to time follows a
discrete manner, and is characterized by function f
i(j),
where j = 0;1;2;::: is time slot of ¯xed-length interval.
1We use base station and gateway node interchangeably.
We assume that for each data type, its value does not
vary spatially in the sensor ¯eld, i.e., the same type of
readings sensed from di®erent sensor nodes are the same.
We leave the spatial correlation of sensory data as our
future work.
User queries arrival. The format of query i is
(i, arrivaltimei, typei, numberi, intervali)
Base Station
A sensor field, with t types 
of readings to be sensed 
and queried
Figure 1: Data query problem in data intensive
sensor networks.
User Queries. We assume that the DISNs are query in-
voked, i.e., data sensing and communication are initial-
ized by user queries. The base station implements the web
service middleware, which handles all the user queries.
Like that of the sensory data, the user queries arrive in
a time-slotted manner (we introduce more detailed query
arrival models in Section 5). There are a sequence of m
user queries. Query i has the form (i;arrivaltimei;typei;
numberi;intervali), where arrivaltimei is the time slot
at which query i arrives at the base station, typei is the
type of data readings requested by query i, numberi is
the number of data readings requested by query i starting
from time slot arrivaltimei, and intervali is the interval
(in number of time slots) of data readings requested by
query i.
Metrics. Since there is only one channel and one radio in-
terface, the base station can communicate with one sen-
sor node at a time. When multiple queries are present
at the base station simultaneously, each query's response
time may increase signi¯cantly, and some number of the
requested data readings may get lost due to packet colli-
sion. We de¯ne the following metrics.
- For each user query, we de¯ne the query response
time as the time elapse between the slot when the
base station receives the query and the slot when the
base station receives the ¯rst data reading for that
query. To focus on our web service performance,
query response time excludes the time taken from
the web users to base station.
- To characterize the data reading loss, we de¯ne the
query loss ratio of each query as the ratio of the
number of incorrect (or lost) readings divided by the
total number of requested readings of that query.
Data Query Problem in DISNs. Our data query problem
is stated as follows. Since all the sensor nodes sense
the same value for the same data type, if a data type isqueried (even by multiple users) at one speci¯c moment,
only one sensor node in the network senses and transmits
the readings back to the base station. Thus, the number
of actively sensing sensor nodes is equal to the number of
data types queried simultaneously, with one node sensing
one data type. However, there is a tradeo® here. On one
side, to minimize the average query response time, sen-
sor nodes near the base station should do the work by
sensing and transmitting back the queried data. On the
other side, too much sensing activities on those nodes will
quickly deplete their battery power and result in discon-
nected work. We call above problem data query problem
in data intensive sensor networks. The goal is to mini-
mize the average user query response time and average
query loss ratio of all the queries received while reducing
and balancing the energy consumption of sensor nodes,
under the constraint that there is single channel and sin-
gle radio interface of each sensor node.
3.2 Data Caching Algorithm
A naive algorithm for the data query problem in DISNs
is that the base station answers the queries one by one
in a sequential manner. At time slot 0, if there are m
queries simultaneously arriving at the base station, then
the average response time for the m queries is obviously Pm
i=1(numberi£intervali)=m time slots. However, a bet-
ter average response time can be obtained since multiple
queries for the same data type can obviously be satis¯ed
by the sequence of readings transmitted back from the
same sensor node.
Our data caching technique works as follows. There are
two kinds of caches: Node Cache and BS Cache. Each
sensor node maintains a Node Cache to store the latest
transmitted data reading of each type (if the sensor node
is not yet invoked to sense and transmit data, the cache
is empty). The base station maintains a BS Cache, which
saves the most recent reading received for each data type
from any sensor nodes. Below we explain the data caching
algorithm in details.
Node side. After each sensor node senses a new read-
ing, if the new reading is di®erent from the one in its
Node Cache, the sensor node updates the Node Cache
and transmits the reading to the base station. (As the
future work, we plan to adopt some statistical methods
to characterize the di®erence of the sensor readings and
decide whether two consecutive readings are close or sim-
ilar enough.)
Base station side. For the purpose of load balancing, the
base station keeps a record of the number of data read-
ing transmissions it receives from each sensor node. This
number is an indicator of the energy consumption of each
sensor node. When the base station needs to get the data
readings for another query, it selects the free sensor node
(which is not requested by other queries for sensory data
transmission) with the smallest number of data readings
transmission received.
To decide the freshness of the data readings in the BS
Cache, the base station maintains a FIFO queue for each
data type, called current query list. The current query
list of each data type stores all the user queries currently
requesting that data type in the order of their arrival
time. The empty queue of a type indicates that currently
no query is requesting that type thus the data in the
corresponding BS Cache may not be fresh.
When the base station receives the query (i;arrivaltimei;
typei;numberi;intervali), it ¯rst checks the current query
list of typei. If it is not empty (which means there are
queries currently requesting the data type typei), user
query i will read the data directly from the BS Cache
of typei for numberi times, with interval as intervali.
Otherwise, base station will invoke a free sensor node for
query i's readings. For load balancing reason, the base
station selects the free sensor node from which the small-
est number of data transmissions are received.
Active query. We call the ¯rst query in each current query
list the active query, since active query actually invokes
the data sensing. When the active query i ¯nishes its
numberi number of readings, the base station removes
query i from the corresponding current query list. Af-
ter this, if the queue is not empty, the base station will
choose the next query in the queue as the active query,
and invoke a sensor node to transmit the same type of
data.
Base Station { when a new query i arrives with format:
(i;arrivaltimei;typei;numberi;intervali)
if current query list of typei is not empty then
query i will read the data from the BS Cache of
typei for numberi times, with interval intervali
else
invoke the free sensor node from which the smallest
number of data transmissions are received
Active Query { when active query i ¯nishes its readings:
remove query i from the corresponding current query list
if (this queue is not empty) then
select the next query in the queue as the active query,
invoke a sensor node to transmit the same type of data
Sensor Node { after each sensor node senses a new reading:
if (reading is di®erent from the one in its Node Cache)
then
update Node Cache, transmit the reading to base sta-
tion
Figure 2: Data caching algorithm for the data
query problem in DISNs.
Discussion of the algorithm. Our data caching algorithm
works the best for the scenario where data readings are
not changing constantly. This can be justi¯ed by the ob-
servation that for each type of data readings which rep-
resent di®erent physical phenomenon, they stay the same
most of the time. Still, due to the data intensive nature of
our problem, collision and contention are the major rea-
sons for data query response delay and data reading loss.
As a result, the fact that the current query list is non-
empty can not guarantee that the data in the correspond-
ing BS Cache is fresh. Due to collision and contention,
the readings sent from sensor nodes to the base station
may get lost, thus failing to update the corresponding BS
Cache. Query loss ratio we de¯ne previously is used to
quantify such e®ect.Figure 3: LiteOS operating system architecture.
[6]
The e®ectiveness of applying the data caching and load-
balancing scheme directly depends on a), the ability of
base station to keep a list of current queries for each data
type, and b), the Node cache and BS cache. This is usu-
ally not a big problem as keeping track of current queries
and current received readings does not consume much
memory of the sensor node memory. Figure 2 is the sum-
mary of our algorithm.
4. DESIGNANDIMPLEMENTATIONOF
LITEWS
4.1 Overview of LiteOS
LiteOS supports C programming and provides Unix-
like abstraction for wireless sensor networks, which greatly
improved their compatibility with other development plat-
forms and simpli¯ed the sensor network programming.
The architecture of LiteOS is shown in Figure 3. It in-
cludes three subsystems: LiteShell, LiteFS (File System),
and LiteOS Kernel. LiteShell provides Unix-like com-
mandline and is a front-end that interacts with the user.
LiteFS provides support for both ¯le and directory oper-
ations. In LiteFS, a sensor node looks like a ¯le directory
and a sensor network maps into a higher level directory
composed of node-mapped directories. The LiteOS Ker-
nel is multithreaded. These subsystems provide several
desirable features for sensor network users and develop-
ers: (1) a hierarchical ¯le system and a wireless shell inter-
face for user interaction using UNIX-like commands, (2)
kernel support for dynamic loading and multi-threaded
execution, and (3) online debugging, dynamic memory,
and ¯le system assisted communication stacks. These fea-
tures are handy for the design and implementation of web
services for DISNs.
4.2 Design and Implementation of LiteWS
The architecture of LiteWS is shown in Figure 4. It
comprises of an application layer, a web service middle-
ware layer, and a WSN layer. The web service middle-
ware interacts with the front-end web application as well
as the WSNs such that users can remotely request and
view the sensor readings of light, temperature, magnet,
and acceleration.
4.2.1 Application Layer
Figure 4: Architecture of LiteWS.
Application layer is responsible for handling client re-
quests and sending the appropriate requests to middle-
ware. Its interface provides three basic functions: a mem-
bership system for secure login, query customization, and
a visualizer. Only authorized user is able to request and
view readings from remote sensors. The queries can be
parameterized in terms of data reading type (e.g., light,
temperature, magnet, and acceleration), number of the
readings, and reading intervals. The visualizer enables
users to view the sensor readings by a simple chart, table,
or grid, which provide users with better understanding of
sensor readings so that they can easily compare and sort
the readings among di®erent sensors. The communica-
tion between application layer and middleware is done
by standard XML using SOAP and WSDL speci¯cation.
Therefore our web service system can be easily accessed
by users via standard interface.
4.2.2 Sensor Network Layer
For WSN layer, we use Crossbow IRIS Motes. Com-
pared with previous generation Motes, IRIS Motes demon-
strate three times longer RF range, half lower sleep cur-
rent, and double program memory (8KB), which makes
them an ideal platform for web service development.
4.2.3 Middleware Layer
To mitigate the energy constraint of sensor networks,
unlike previous research wherein web service is imple-
mented on each individual sensor [20,21], we implement a
robust web service middleware on the base station node.
For middleware, we use Apache Axis-2, a core engine for
web services.
Several challenges exist to make middleware communi-
cation with WSN layer: (1) how to handle multi-threading
when multiple sensor responses are expected, (2) how
to interact with LiteOS programmatically. For multi-
threading, we use LiteOS's multithreaded kernel to run
multiple applications concurrently. For programmatic pur-
pose, we take advantage of LiteShell's Unix-like command-
line interface to sensor nodes. As shown in Figure 5, we
develop an Event Handler in the middleware to handle
the requests of the web services and to communicate di-
rectly with the Command Processor of LiteShell, which
interprets user commands into internal forms and commu-
nicates with the sensor network. The summary of plat-
forms, tools and applications in each layer is described inTable 1: LiteWS Implementation.
Layer Platform and Tools
Web Windows XP SP3/ Microsoft .NET
framework (3.5) / SQL Server
Middleware Java communication API (JDK 1.6
update 10) / Apache Axis-2 /
Apache Tomcat 6.0.8 / LiteOS's
LiteShell component
WSNs IRIS / MIB520 for base station /
LiteOS
Table 1.
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Figure 5: Interaction between middleware and
LiteShell.
4.3 Response Time in LiteOS
During our implementation of LiteWS, we found that
the interactivity o®ered by LiteShell signi¯cantly con-
tributes to the round trip time delay between the base sta-
tion and the sensor nodes. LiteOS o®ers a logical view of
the sensor network in which they appear to be\mounted"
to the root of the PC's directory tree. Hence, the users
see a set of directories, one for each sensor sub-network.
Within each, the users see a set of subdirectories, one for
each node of the given sensor network. Within a node,
the users see the local ¯le system. It contains a subdi-
rectory /dev, which contains the sensor device drivers.
Therefore, in order to get the light reading, the following
sequence of LiteShell commands are called.
Terminal.ExecuteCommand("ls");
Terminal.ExecuteCommand("cd network1");
Terminal.ExecuteCommand("ls");
Terminal.ExecuteCommand("cd node 1");
Terminal.ExecuteCommand("ls");
Terminal.ExecuteCommand("cd dev");
Terminal.ExecuteCommand("ls");
Terminal.ExecuteCommand("./light 1 0 1");
Figure 6 (a) shows the communication delay of above
command sequence is about 2114 ms, which is not suit-
able for our data intensive web services. Notice that
LiteOS is a stateless operating system, the sequence of
\ls"and\cd"commands can be completely removed, thus
resulting much lower communication delay as shown in
Figure 6 (b). By simply handling and sending a packet
information of "./light" command to a sensor node, the
response time dramatically improves from 2114 ms to an
average of 70 ms.
0
500
501
1041
ls
ls
ls
ls
1042
1542
1543
2043
2044 ./light
2114
0 ./light
70
2000 ./light
2070
2200 ./light
2270
(a) (b)
Sensor Node Base Station Base Station Sensor Node
Time (ms) Time (ms) Time (ms) Time (ms)
Figure 6: LiteShell API functional calls for light
reading: (a) before optimization, (b) after opti-
mization.
5. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
5.1 Experiment Settings
In this subsection, we ¯rst discuss the hardware in our
experiments. We then introduce the query models we
used in our experiments. We ¯nally present our experi-
ment results and analysis.
(a) (b)
Figure 7: LiteWS testbed. (a) The testbed, (b)
IRIS Mote.
Hardware. Our testbed, shown in Figure 7 (a), comprises
of ¯ve sensor nodes, one base station and one SQL server.
All the sensor nodes are within the transmission range of
the base station (we will discuss the multi-hopness in next
section). Each sensor node is a Corssbow's IRIS Mote
(processor/radio board XM22110) coupled with a sensor
board (MTS310). IRIS Mote, shown in Figure 7 (b), oper-
ates on 2.4 GHz IEEE 802.15.4. It o®ers up to three times
improved radio range and twice the program memory over
previous MICA Motes. The MTS310 is a °exible sensorboard with a variety of sensing modalities, including ac-
celerometer, magnetometer, light, temperature, acoustic.
The base station is an IRIS Mote connected to a gateway
board (MIB520), which provides a USB interface for both
programming and data communications.
Varying of Sensory Data. In our testbed environment, the
real sensed data values of the physical phenomena (light,
temperature...) do not change much. To emulate a data
intensive application wherein interesting sensory data are
generated dynamically, we construct a sequence of con-
stantly changing data values as shown in Figure 8. Here
we adopt that the data values are changing in a time-
slotted manner, between high and low periodically with
interval time slots. We believe this is a simple but well-
justi¯ed model to characterize the data variation in data
intensive applications and evaluate LiteWS. More intri-
cate and close-to-environment sensor data models (with
temporal and spatial correlations) will be studied in the
future.
Values of data types
High
Low
time interval time slots
Figure 8: The varying of the values of data types
with respect to time.
User Query Arrival Models. User query arrival occurs at
the beginning boundary of each time slot. We de¯ne the
query arrival rate as the probability that a new user
query arrives in a time slot. We use the following two
query arrival models.
² Bernoulli model. The probability that there is a
user query arriving in each time slot is identical
and independent of any other time slot. This model
refers to uncorrelated arrivals of the user queries.
This probability represents the query arrival rate.
² Bursty model. User queries are generated by a 2-
state Markovian process which alternates between
IDLE and BUSY states. The process remains in
each state for a geometrically distributed number of
time slots, with expected duration E[B] and E[I],
respectively. During the BUSY state, user queries
(requesting for randomly di®erent data type) arrive
continuously in consecutive time slots (one query at
one time slot). No queries arrive during the IDLE
state. We set E[B] to be 16 time slots.
2 The query
arrival rate is given by p = E[B]=(E[B] + E[I]).
2The choice of an expected duration of 16 time slots per
burst is arbitrary, but is representative. The same quali-
tative results are obtained for di®erent burst lengths.
5.2 Experiment Results and Discussions
Our LiteWS middleware has around 2000 lines of Java
and C codes. In our experiments, we set the duration
of each time slot as 100 ms. For each arriving query, it
requests 10 data readings starting from the time slot it
arrives. Each query randomly selects one of light, temper-
ature, acoustic, magnet, or acceleration as its requested
data type. To achieve stability in performance metrics.
each of our experiments is run for a su±ciently long time
(5000 time slots for our experiments). Considering the
instability of wireless medium, each data point in our ex-
periment results is an average of ¯ve time measurements.
We compare the average response time and average query
loss ratio between with and without data caching, under
above two di®erent query arrival models. In both models,
we increase the query arrival rate from 10%, 20%, ..., to
100%.
Figure 9 shows the comparison under Bernoulli model.
Figure 9 (a) shows the performance of the response time
with respect to the query arrival rate. For without data
caching, since all of data is from sensor node, response
time increases when query arrival rate increases. How-
ever, for with data caching, response time decreases when
query arrival rate increases. This is because when query
arrival rate increases, more queries access to the cached
data, which decreases the average response time. Fig-
ure 9 (b) shows the performance of the query loss ratio
with respect to the query arrival rate. With the increase
of the query arrival rate, the query loss ratios of both
with and without caching increase. However, with data
caching has a much lower query loss ratio compared to
without data caching. Generally, the average query re-
sponse time of LiteWS is improved 5 to 10 times and the
query loss rate is improved 2 times with data caching. At
high query arrival rate, the average query response time
with data caching is two orders of magnitude better.
Figure 10 shows the performance comparison under
Bursty model. Our observation is that even though with-
out caching performs not as well as with caching in terms
of both average response time and average query loss ra-
tio, it performs much better under Bursty tra±c model
than under Bernoulli tra±c model, especially when the
query arrival rate is between 10% and 20%. Particularly,
the average response time only increases from 50 ms to
68 ms, and the query loss ratio almost keeps unchanged,
when query arrival rate increases from 10% to 20%. In
higher query arrival rate, the LiteWS performance is not
much di®erent compared to under Bernoulli model.
6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We present our design, implementation, and evaluation
of LiteWS: a web service for data intensive sensor net-
works. We study a data query problem in data intensive
sensor networks. The goal is to minimize the average user
query response time and average query loss ratio while re-
ducing and balancing the energy consumption of sensor
nodes. We propose a simple data caching technique to
speci¯cally achieve such goal. LiteWS uses LiteOS for
the familiar programming environment it o®ers. We plan
to continue our work in the following directions.
² A medium access control (MAC) layer speci¯cally
tailored for DISN based web service. Currently, 1
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Figure 9: Comparison between with and without data caching under Bernoulli model.
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Figure 10: Comparison between with and without data caching under Bursty model.
CSMA/CA is partially implemented in LiteWS for
medium access. A MAC protocol which is designed
speci¯cally for DISNs based web services is desired.
² Data query problem in multi-hop DISNs. Multi-
hopness means larger scale of the DISNs, wherein
the same type of readings sensed by di®erent nodes
are not the same, but correlated spatially. It also
means the heterogenous energy consumption of the
sensor nodes { nodes close to the base station con-
sumes more energy than the nodes multiple hops
away. All these make the data query problem in
DISNs more challenging.
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